I. INTRODUCTION
DREAMS SIS is an optical radiometer that will provide measurement of the sun irradiance on the Mars surface [1] , [2] , [3] . The instrument will be on board as payload of the EDM, (Entry and Descend module) of EXOMARS 2016 ESA [4] mission showed in Fig. 1a. (Courtesy of ESA). The radiometer is miniaturized and multi-channel radiometer based on Schott filters, interference filters and Si-photodiode detector to make spectrally measurements in the wavelength range of UVA (315-400 nm) NIR (700-1100nm) and a global range (silicon detector) between 200 nm and 1200 nm. A top view of the detector it is shown in Fig. 1b . The global channel is pointed to the zenith. The NIR and UVA channels are repeated in the lateral facets with azimuthal distribution (120º between each facet). For the lateral facets case, the optical channels are pointed 60º respect to the zenith point. Each facet has been identified using the azimuth Earth orientation (North-South and WestEast). The theoretical field of view (FOV) of the DREAMS instruments is the next: 90º for the Total Channel, 38º for the UVA Channel and 45º for the NIR Channel.
Some elements of the EXOMARS 2016 lander, like fuel balls and pipes are interfering with the FOV of the DREAMS SIS. These interferences, see Fig. 1c , could produce Stray-light [5] due the Sun light reflections into the optical sensor, affecting the signal ) measured by the detector. This signal is proportional to the sum of the irradiance flux for the diffuse ( and direct ( solar irradiance contributions. The reflections will introduce an uncertainty solar irradiance measurements, and . Two approaches have been performed to estimate the amount of undesired signal reaching to the sensor. One of them, was the use of ray-trace technique, in order to simulate the possible reflections in a 3-D Model of the lander. Simulations have been performed to:
• Identify the lander elements that will contribute to the sun reflections into the optical channels.
• Estimate and .
• Get an uncertainty map of the reflections in terms of the solar angle coordinates (Azimuth, Zenith) for each channel.
• Daylight simulations, combining direct irradiance and the diffusive 2-D sky radiances through different sun trajectories.
The other approach to evaluate the reflections consisted into developing a physical model of the lander. The model has been used in combination with the FCM (field campaign model) of the DREAMS-SIS, that is a replica of the Flight Model. Experimental measurements were carried out in order to verify the simulations in the terrace of the INTA Optoelectronics laboratory. 
II. RAY-TRACE SIMULATIONS
The 3-D model Fig. 2 presents the most representative elements that are assumed to produce reflections like the fuel balls and pipes. For the EDM, the material employed to cover the elements is aluminized kapton. This material optical behavior is almost specular [6] , [7] . During the simulations, the materials of the lander have been considered as specular with a reflectivity of 80%. The model was surrounded by a hemisphere that represents the sky dome. This Sky dome, is the source from the rays is traced up to the sensor.
(a) (b) 
A. SKYLINE MAP
The first step for the simulations was to determine the view factor of the sensor. It allows the detection of the objects inside the optical FOV of DREAMS-SIS channels. The procedure consists of the following:
Firstly, the rays are traced from the sky dome to the detector. For this simulation the sky radiance of the sky dome has been considered uniform. Once the rays are traced, the information about the director cosine of the rays and the nature of the rays (direct or reflected rays) are stored. The cosine director coordinates of the rays are translated to Azimuth and Zenith angle coordinates. The representation of the direct rays reaching to the sensor optical entrance is showed in Fig. 3a for the case of the DREAMS-SIS NIR South Facet, whereas the rays reflected by the EDM elements are showed in Fig. 3b It can be seen that part of the fuel balls and pipe are inside the FOV of the NIR facet channels. We have called this representation "Sky-line map".
Following, it is important to note that the simulated rays only reach the entrance of the optical system (see Fig. 2b ). Instead of simulate the internal optical system; the stored rays from the simulation are weighted by the angular response function of the instrument (ARF). The ARF has been measured for each channel in the laboratory. The angular calibration consists on automatic 2-D angular sample of the solar angles positions (azimuth and zenith angles) under a reference light source [8] . Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d present the Sky-line after weight the representation by the ARF for the direct rays and reflected ray respectively. It can be seen that the lander interference are reduced highly due the action of FOV channel.
B.DIFFUSIVE CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNCERTAINTITY
The uncertainty estimation for diffusive contribution of the signal ( ) has been evaluated for the case of Uniform sky radiance. We estimate the parameter as:
Where and , are the Sky-line representation for an optical channel weighted by the ARF channel for the reflected and direct rays respectively. The results are listed in Table 1 
C. DIRECT CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNCERTAINTITY
The key point to estimate , is to find solar angles positions (zenith, azimuth) where the sun rays are reaching to the sensor directly and reflected at the same time. In this case, the simulation process is reversed, so the rays are traced back from the sensor up to Sky dome. The procedure is listed below: 1) Reversed rays are traced from the sensor are weighted by the ARF of each channel up to the Sky dome.
2) Store cosine director and flux of the traced rays.
3) Generate a matrix of solar position of 1º
Step and size 360x120 (azimuth and zenith ( angles). Two matrixes are generated one for the direct rays and the other one for the reflected.
4)
is estimated dividing the matrix generated for the direct case (% & and reflection case (% & according to:
Fig. 4 schematizes the process described before for the NIR West faced case. In Fig. 4 .a is shown the reversed ray trace up to the Sky dome the right image correspond to the direct/reflected rays. The matrix of solar positions has been filled out with the ray information. In Fig. 4 .b is represented the division of the matrixes in order to calculate the perceptual error of . For these simulations, the NIR West faced was the channel with the higher . Anyway, the values where the uncertainty is above 15% are located in the angular positions where the ARF value is close to the 1% respect to the maximum. At this value, the signal it is not significant and the error introduced by the ARF are large.
D. 2D SKY RADIANCE
The diffuse solar radiation is not uniform across the sky dome. The intensity and spatial light distribution depend on sky conditions like dust deposition, clouds, humidity, etc. The Perez Sky radiance model [9] and the ISO/CIE standard general skies model [10] The Sky radiance distribution for two different cases is shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5a represents an Overcast and slight brightening towards the sun case, where the solar angles are (60º, 160º) for the zenith and azimuth angles respectively. Fig. 5b the case is for a cloudless turbid day with broad solar corona. The solar angles position are (25º, 160º) for the last case.
The model employed depends on the next parameters: Ψ (scattering angle), the solar zenith angle () *+, ) and azimuth angle ( *+, ), and the angular position sky element () * ) and * where are the zenith and azimuth angles respectively. The expression for the model is the next: 
Where a,b,c,d,e are parameters models to fit for the different sky radiance conditions.
E. DAYLIGHT SIMULATION
In order to complete a day simulation and verify the evolution of the lander reflections, it is necessary to perform the solar trajectory of the sun across the sky dome. The direct and diffuse light has been simulated independently. In the direct light case a planar cylinder surface source has been introduced in the 3D Cad Model to trace the rays. On the other side, the Sky dome it is the source for the diffuse case simulations. The rays traced are weighted by the Sky radiance model explained in subsection 2.D for each pair of coordinates ) *+, , *+, of the solar trajectory.
Finally, In order to perform the simulations it is necessary to know the relative Irradiance value of the direct irradiance versus the diffuse. This value depends of the wavelength band of study (Global, UVA or NIR), solar position and atmospherically parameters. The SMART2 [11] , [12] software that is atmospherically radiative transfer program has been employed for that proposal. It predicts the direct beam, diffuse and global irradiance on Earth surface. The relative variation for the NIR channels it is shown in Fig. 6 . The orientation of the instruments has been set pointing the instrument south facet pointing to the south.
(a) (b) As example, the daylight trajectory reflections were simulated using the trajectory for one of the mission day. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The mock-up has been designed to perform the experimental validation. It contains the most representative elements that produce reflections according the simulations. To perform a complete study like for example: validate the simulations, finding specific reflections and simulate different landing orientation the mock-up was designed to provide the possibility to be tilted for the Z-axis and the Y-axis using a goniometric wedge.
A. SAMPLING OF DIRECT CONTRIBUTION UNCERTAINTY
The idea of this test is to sample the matrix error of Fig. 4 .b. The tested facet was the West facet. This facet has a fuel ball in front of the sensor and according to the simulations; This facet was affected by the direct and diffuse reflections during the simulations. The procedure was the next: The instrument is set horizontally, then, the west face is aligned pointing towards to the sun. Finally, the goniometric wedge (Fig. 8.b ) start to make zenith sweeps between -40º up to 40º. The scanning was performed automatically for time duration between 15-20 minutes of duration. During the analysis, the relative movement of the sun respect the lander was taken in account deriving the final sunlight incident angle. The process is repeated three times. For each time, the material of the fuel was changed (black, Mylar and White(diffuse).
B. DIRECT AND DIFFUSE CONTRIBUTION POINTING TO THE SUN
This test consisted of pointing one of the facets measuring to the direct and diffuse side of the sky dome and appreciate visually a reflection coming back to the sensor, Fig. 8 .c. The identification of the reflections has been performed visually and only was possible when the fuel ball was surrounded by the Mylar material. The test was made for the West facet again. The materials employed to cover the fuel ball were: black, White (diffusive) and Mylar.
The time measurement was minimized in order to assume the sun was fixed during the measurements between the different materials. The times spend between materials measurements was less than 2 minutes.
(a) (b) (c) 
C. RESULTS FROM TESTS
The Mylar and white (diffusive) balls were compared with the black ball case. The material employed to cover the ball in the black case, was an optical black blanket.
For the case of subsection III.A. The solar trajectories scanning are shown Fig. 9(a) . The results are shown in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c) . The signal deviation respect the black ball configuration for the other cases are below than 5% of error. Taking in account the instrument orientation were done visually, the results are inside the error due de orientation.
In the case subsection III.B. For the diffuse sun pointing case ( , the comparison between the White and Black ball conditions is the worst case, with a relative mean difference of 15%. The real case with the ball surrounded by Mylar the mean difference is 3.6%. For the direct sun pointing case ( , the reflections for any case are below than 1%. The results are listed in Table 2 . 
D. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A simulation procedure has been established to perform a stray light analysis in order to estimate the uncertainty magnitude of and corresponding to direct and diffuse contribution of the lander reflections to the final signal. In addition, optical tests have been performed with a representative mock-up of the lander to check out the validation of the simulation. Finally, we have verified the correct performance for the simulation according to the results of experimental measurements.
As future work, we plan to perform simulations with different kind of Sky-Radiance and Sky-Conditions in order to improve the knowledge about the optical behavior of uncertainty introduced by the lander reflections.
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